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TO NATHAN JACOBSON ON HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
Let F be an arbitrary field and n be an arbitrary positive integer. Then there 
is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over F with antipode of order 2n. 
Let F be a field, H a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over F [6]. It is known 
that the antipode S of H must have finite order [3]. This order is necessarily 1 
or an even integer. In this paper, we will show that all possible orders can be 
obtained. 
We first summarize the orders already known to exist. For order 1, we can 
take the group algebra over F of a finite group of exponent 2. Let 2n be any 
positive even integer. If F has characteristic zero or positive characteristic p 
prime to n, examples of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras with antipode S of 
order 2n are constructed in [5, 71. N ow assume thatF has positive characteristicp. 
An example where S has order 2p is given in [S], and another is mentioned in 
[4] (generalizing the example of [2]). S’ mce the order of the antipode of a tensor 
product of Hopf algebras is the least common multiple of the orders of the 
antipodes of the factors [5], we can form examples of order 2pm, where p is 
prime to m. It also follows that if we can obtain order 2pk for any R > 1, then 
we can obtain 2n by tensoring appropriate examples. 
In this paper, for any K > 1, we construct a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra 
over an arbitrary field F of positive characteristic p with antipode S of order 2~“. 
Hence, by the remarks in the preceding paragraph, we will have established the 
assertion in the title of this paper. Our construction is a generalizition of the one 
for iz = I mentioned in [4]. We start with a certain (infinite-dimensional) Hopf 
algebra R over the field Q of rational numbers, and construct an appropriate 
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Z-form RZ (Z the integers) of R. We then form R, = RZ OF, a Hopf algebra 
over F. Then we find a Hopf subalgebra Jk (depending on k) of R, and a Hopf 
ideal Ik of Jk such that L, = Jk/Ik is a Hopf algebra over F of dimension pzk 
whose antipode is of order 2~‘“. 
1. THE HOPF ALGEBRA R 
We begin by defining a certain Hopf algebra R over Q. (R is closely related 
to the bialgebra X’ studied by Radford in [4, Sect. 4.11.) 
Let g = g{u, b, c>, the free associative algebra on three generators. Define 
A:9?--+B@&‘, and l :3?+Q to be th e unique algebra homomorphisms 
satisfying A(u) = a @ a, A(b) = b @ b, A(c) = c @ a + 1 @ c, c(u) = c(b) = 1, 
and E(C) = 0. Define S: 3 --f 9 to be the unique algebra anti-homomorphism 
satisfying S(a) = b, S(b) = a, and S(c) = -cb. Note that with these definitions 
of A and E, B? is a bialgebra. 
Let 9 be the ideal of 3 generated by ab - 1, bu - I, and [a, c] - u2 + a. 
Then Y is a bi-ideal of3. (For A(ub-1) =(u@u)(b@b)-(l@l)= 
(ab - I) @ ub + 1 @ (ub - 1), which belongs to 9 @ 3? + d @ 9, 
c(ub - 1) = 0, the verifications for bu - 1 are similar; A([u, c] - 2 + u) = 
[u @ a, c @ a + 1 @ c] - u2 @ 2 + a @ a = ([a, c] - u2 + a) @ u2 + a @ 
([a, c] - u2 + u) E 9 @ A? + 9-2 @ 9, and ~([a, c] - u2 + u) = 0.) Further- 
more, S(9) C 9. (For S(ub - I) = S(b) S(u) - S(1) = ub - 1 E 4, the 
verfication for bu - 1 is similar, and S([u, c] - u2 + a) = [S(c), S(a)] - 
(S(U))~ + S(u) = -[cb, b] - b2 + b = -[c, b]b - b2 + b = ([b, c] - b + I)b 
and UC - cu = u2 - a (mod 9) implies cb - bc G b(uc - cu)b z b(u2 - 
u)b = 1 - b (mod 9) so that S([u, c] - u2 + u) E 9.) 
Let R = W/9. Then A, E, and S induce maps of R to R @ R, Q, and R, 
respectively. Denote these maps by A, E, and S again. Let A = a + 9, C = 
c+#ER. 
LEMMA 1. R is a Hopf algebra over Q with basis 
{AT’ 1 i,jEZ,j 3 O}. 
Proof. We have already verified that R is a bialgebra with an algebra anti- 
homomorphism S satisfying S(A) = A-1 and S(C) = -CA-r. Then m(S @ 
Z) A(A) = A-IA = 1 = <(A), m(S @I) A(C) = -CA-IA + C = 0 = c(C), 
and similar verifications for m(1@ S)A show that S is an antipode for R. 
It remains to show that R has basis {AZCj / i, j E Z, j 2 01. It is clear that this 
set spans R. To show that it is linearly independent we consider the algebra 
Q[G, G-l] of Laurent polynomials over Q in the variable G and the bialgebra 
Q[T] of polynomials over Q (where A(T) = T @ 1 + 1 @ T and c(T) = 0). 
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Define a derivation Y of Q[G, G-l] by Y(Gi) = i(Gi - Gi+l). Forf(T) E Q[T] 
and g(G) E Q[G, G-l] define f(T) .g(G) = f(Y)(g(G)). Then Q[G, G-7 is a 
Q[T]-module algebra in the sense of [6, p. 1531 and so we may form the smash 
product Q[G, G-l] # Q[T]. This has basis {GZ # TJ 1 i, j E Z, j > 0} and satis- 
fies [G#l,l#T] = (G#l)(l#T) - (l#T)(G#l) = (G#T) - 
Y(G) # 1 - G # T = (G2 - G) # 1. Thus Q[G, G-l] # s[T] is a homo- 
morphic image of 9 under the homomorphism g, defined by ~(a) = G # 1, 
v(b) = G-l # 1, and a(c) = 1 # T. Clearly ~(9) = (0). Thus v induces 
a homomorphism of R onto Q[G, G-l] # Q[T] and p)(AY?) = Gi # TI. The 
linear independence of {Ai0 / i, j E Z, j > 01 now follows from that of 
(Gi#T’/i,jeZ,j>O}. 
2. THE Z-FORM AZ 
In this section we will construct a Hopf algebra RZ over Z such that R s 
Rz & Q. Our construction uses “binomial coefficients” in a manner somewhat 
similar to Kostant’s construction of a Z-form for the universal enveloping 
algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra [1 , Sect. 261. 
If 0? is any associative algebra over Q, X E a, and n E Z, 71 > 0, we define 
(3 = X(X - 1) 1.. (X - n + 1)/n!. As usual, we define ($) = 1. 
LEMMA 2. 1f X, k’ E 0l, [AT, Y] = 0, and i, j E Z, i, j 3 0, thn: 
Proof. It is clear that (a) holds for i = 0, 1. Assume that i > 1 and that (a) 
holds for i - 1. Then 
(“’ ‘1 i 
= (l/i)(X+ Y-i+ 1) (XT F) 
=(1/w+ y-i+ l)z(X)(i-;7Pj) 
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= (l/i) i l.i(~)(i’j) + (i-j)(~)(i~j)i 
1=0 
proving that (a) holds for i. 
Part (b) now follows by writing (r) = (cx-:‘+z) = Ci=, (&)(x;i) (by (a)) 
and using (f)(fi) = (i$“)(,$) ( w ic 1s immediate from the definitions). h’ h 
LEMMA 3. Let A, C E R, be as above. Then: 
(a) Iff(X) is a polynomial with coefficients in Q[A, A-l] and j E Z, then 
f(C) Aj = Aif(C -j(A - 1)). 
(b) Ifm,n,iEZ,i>O,then 
( c+;A+n) =$(;)A’(;:;). 
(4 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove (a) forj = 1 andj = - I. (The general result 
then follows easily by induction.) Since conjugation by A is an automorphism 
it is sufficient to note that CA = AC + [C, A] = A(C - (A - 1)) and 
CA-l = A-V + [C, A-l] = Ap’(C + (A - 1)). 
We prove (b) by induction on i. It is clear for i = 0, 1. Assume the result for 




= (l/i)(C + mA + n - i + 1) (” -‘irA,’ “) 
=(l:qi? /(y)A’(C-j(A- l)+mA+n-ii+ l)(iC1?nl)l 
I=0 
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proving the result for i. 
Part (c) is also proved by induction on i. It is clear for i = 0, 1. Assume the 
result holds for i - 1. Then 
-:(liqC@A+ lOC--(i- 1)(1 @l))g+4q~-:‘- ,) 
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proving the result for i. 
Now let RZ denote the Z-submodule of R generated by {Ai I i, j E Z, j 3 O}. 
We will give RZ the structure of a Hopf algebra over Z. It follows from Lemmas 
2 and 3(a, b) that RzRz C Rz and it is immediate that c(RZ) _C Z. We need to 
define AZ: RZ --f RZ @z RZ . For this note that R @Jo R z R @z R (for if 
Y, s E R, a, b E Z, b # 0, then (a/b)~ 0~ s = (a/b)r @z b( l/b)s = ar @z ( l/b)s = 
Y 0~ (a/b)s, and hence the map Y 0~ s i--t Y @Jo s of R & R to R & R is an 
isomorphism). Then, using Lemma 3(c), 
so we may take AZ = A IRZ. Thus Rz has the structure of a bialgebra. To show 
that RZ is a Hopf algebra it is sufficient t!o show S(F) E RZ . Now 
J’(Y) = (“‘i”‘, = (-yj = (-A-; A-l - ‘j 
= (-A-l)(C + A - I)(-A-l)(C + 2A - 1) .e. (-A-l)(C + iA - 1)/i! 
= ((-l)zA-“/i!)(C + A - 1 + (i - l)(A - 1)) 
x (C + 2A - 1 + (i - 2)(A - 1)) ..a (C + iA - 1) 
= ((-l)zA-“/i!)(C + iA - i)(C + iA - i + 1) **. (C + iA - 1) 
= (-l)iA-i (’ + if - ‘) E R, (by Lemmas 2(a) and 3(b)). 
We summarize these results in: 
PROPOSITION 4. Rz is a Hopf algebra over Z. RZ is a free Z-module on 
{A”(~)]i,j~Z,j>O}andR~@zQrR. 
hoof. Since (A”(y) 1 i, j E 2, j > 0} is a basis for R (as is (AC’ 1 i, j E Z, 
j > 0)) it is a basis for RZ . The isomorphism result is clear. 
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3. R, AND L, 
Now let F be an arbitrary field of characteristicp > 0. Define R, = RZ &F. 
Then R, is a Hopf algebra over F with basis {/Ii(y) @ 1 / i, j E Z, j > 0} and 
structuremapsE@l,dz@l,andS@l. 
For FEZ, k $ 1, define Jk to be the F-span of {A”(y) @ 1 1 i,j~Z, 0 < 
j < p”]. 
LEMMA 5. Jk is a Hopf subalgebra of R, . 
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2(a) and 3(a, b) to show that Jk is a subalgebra 
it is sufficient to show that 
((v) @ 1)((T) @ 1) E Jk whenever 0 < i,j <pk. 
But by Lemma 2(b) we have 
((~)oq((;)@l) = $(jl,,iitz)((i,“,,~l)- 
If i + 1 3 pk then since i, 1 < pk we have (i:z) = 0 (inF). Thus Jk is a subalgebra. 
As A Jk C Jk @ Jk is immediate from Lemma 3(c), and S( Jk) C Jk by the calcula- 
tion before Proposition 4 (together with Lemmas 2(a) and 3(b)) we have the 
result. 
Now define Ik to be the ideal of Jk generated by (Ad @ 1) - (1 @ 1). 
LEMMA 6. Ik is a Hopf ideal with basis ((N - AZ)(y) @ 1 1 i, j, Z E Z, 0 < j, 
1 < pk, pk / (i - Z), i # I}. 
Proof. Let Y denote {(A” - AZ)(y) @ 1 1 i, j, Z E Z, 0 < j, Z <p”, Pk 1 (i - Z), 
i f I}. It is clear that Ik contains Y, that Y contains the generator of Zk , that Y 
is linearly independent, and that Y spans a right ideal. It is also clear that Zk 
is a Hopf ideal. Thus we need only show that Y spans an ideal, and to do this is 
is sufficient to show that (y)(k - AZ) @ 1 belongs to the span of Y whenever 
p” I (z’ - I), and j < pk. But we have 
( y) (At - AZ) @ 1 = Ai (’ - i’j” - “) @ 1 - AZ (’ - ‘7 - “) @ I 
= (# - AZ) (’ - iii” - “) @ 1 
+ AZ ((‘- i’i” - “) _ (” - “j” - ‘I)) @ 1. 
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Thus it is sufficient to show that ((““p-“) - (““t-“)) @ 1 belongs to the span 
of Y. Now by Lemma 3(b) this element equals 
i. ((;ij A” y;j - (,“j A” y;jj 0 1. 
Since v < j < pk and i 7: I modp” it follows that (Q’) - (J”) modp. Thus 
the element in question is 
Ii0 (ii) A” ((YTij - (y’:), @ l. 
But the quantity in parentheses is 
and as c) = (i) modp (since pk 1 (; - I) and r < p”) this is zero. 
Define Lk = Jk/Ik . Then we have 
LEMMA 7. L, is a Hopf algebra over F of dimension p2k. 
4. THE ANTIPODE 0~ Lk 
In R we have S2(C) = S(-CA-‘) = ACA-r = C + (A - l), and SO, 
noting that S2(A) = A, if f (X), g(x) E Q[fl we have (S2 - I)( f (A) g(C)) = 
f(A) SYg(C)) - f (4 g(C) = f (4(S2 - I)(g(C))* Thus 
(9 - I)” (Y) 
= (S2 - I)- ((“y?) - (2) 
= (S2 - I),-1 (( c+ ; - ‘) - (T)) , 
= (~2 - I)+1 ((’T ‘) + A (;I :) - (7)) (by Lemma 3(b)) 
= (~2 - 1),-r ((A - 1) (:I ,‘,, = (A - 1)” (;I,“) (by iteration). 
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Now write S, for S @ 1, the antipode of R, , and also for the maps S, induces 
on Jk and L, . Then 
(S,2 - I)PZ ((F) @ 1) = (0’ - 1) (G_pP,“) 0 1. 
In particular, Sfp” - I annihilates Jk (and hence also Llc). Thus S, has order 
2pU on L, for some u, 0 < u < k. But, in Jlc, 
(,y - I) ((,Z1) @ 1) = (A,-, - 1) (” -,““-‘) 0 1 
= (A+ - 1) @ 1 $ Ik , 
by Lemma 6. Thus Sy’-’ - I does not annihilate L, . Hence we have proved 
THEOREM 8. L, is a Hopf algebra over F of dimension pzk on which the antipode 
has order 2~“. 
As noted in the Introduction, we have now established 
COROLLARY 9. Let n E Z, II > 0. Let F be any $eld. Then there is a $nite- 
dimensional Hopf algebra over F with antipode of order 2n. 
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